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CONVEX INCREASING FUNCTIOD{S PRESERVE
THE SUB.FEXTR.EIUALXTY

r. ru,prrÄrxnN

1. Introduction

Suppose that u: G*(a,b) is a subharmonic function and that f: (a,b)*P
is an increasing convex function. It is relatively easy to check ,Au1 'p-fou satisfies

the mean-value inequality and hence n is again subharmonic in G. The purpose of
this note is to give a generaltzation of this fact in a non-linear potential theory

developed by s. Granlund, P. Lindqvist and o. Martio in [GLM 1-3]; see also

ILM l-21.

1.1. Theorem. Suppose that G is an open set inB" and that ui Q*(a,b) is

a sub'F extremal in G. If f: (4, å)*R is an increasing conuex function, then fou
is a sub-F-extremal in G,

The cases a:-@ and b:*- are not excluded.

In the classical potential theory Theorem 1.1 is due to M. Brelot [B, p. 16].

He makes use of an approximation method. There is another proof for this result,

based on integral means, in the book of T. Radö [R, p. l5]; see also [HK, p.46].

However, such a method is not available in our case. In a non-linear potential

theory P. Lindqvist and O. Martio have recently proved a special case of Theorem 1.1

in pM 21.

2. Sub-Fextremals

suppose that G is an open set in R' and that F: GXR'*R satisfies the fol-

lowing assumptions:

(a) For each open set DccG and a=0, there is a compact set CcD with

zr(D\C)<e and FICXR' is continuous.

(b) For a.e. x(G the function h*F(x,å) is strictly convex and differenti-

able in R'.
(c) There are 0=a<p<e §uch that for a.e. x€G

alhl" * F(x,h) = 
plhl", L€R'
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(d) For a.e. x(G

F(x, Ah) : p,1'F(x,h), ,,€R, ft(R'.

An alternative characterization of the functions F satisfying (a)-(d) is given
in Kl. Note that the exponent n in (c) and (d) is essential for applications in con-
formal geometry; cf. [GLM l-2l. rt is not essential for Theorern I .l ; see Remark 4.4.

A function u(C(G)nlocZl,(G), i.e., z is ACL in G, is called an F-extrernal
in G if for all domains Dcc.G

where

Ir(u,D) : jS lr(u, D),

Ip(u, D) F(*, Vu(x)) dru(x)

is the variational integral with the kernel F and

F": p(C(D)nw](o)lo: u in LDl.

A function z is an F-extremal if and only if u(c(G)nlocwl(G) is a weak solution
of the Euler equation

V.Vor(x,Vz(x)) : g.

An upper semi-continuous function n: G*Ru{- -} is called a sub-F-extremar
if z satisfies the F-comparisonprinciple in G, i.e., if Dcc G is a domain and, h((D)
is an F-extremal in D, then h>u in åD implies h>u in D. A function z: G*Ru
{-} is a super-F-extremal if -a is a sub-F-extremal. For basic properties of F ex-
tremals and sub-F-extremals we refer to [GLM 2].

A sub-F-extremal z: G*R is c;l,lled a regular sub-F-extremal if u is ACL),,
i.e., u(C(AalocWl(G). Note that it follows from [GLM 3, Theorem 4.1] that a
sub-F-extremal z: G*R is regular if u(c(G). In what follows we shall make
use of the following lemma.

2.1. Lemm a. Let u be an ACL"-function in G. Then u is a regular sub-F-extremal
in G if and only if for aII non-negatiae E(Co(G)nWL,,o(G)

YoF(x,Yu).YE dm = 0.

Proof. The result follows from [GLM 2, Theorem 5.1?] via an easy approxima-
tion procedure.

2.2. Lemma. Suppose that u: G*Ru{--} is a sub-F-extemal in G and
that DccG is a domain. Then there exists a decreasing sequence of regular sub-
F-extremals uiin D which are continuous in D such thatlimr**ui:il in D. More-
oaer, for each e>0 the sequence ui can be chosen such that supDr/1<sup»u*e.

Proof, This follows from [GLM 3, Section 4].

:[o
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2.3. Lemma. Suppose u: G*Ru{- *} to be a function such that for each

domain DccG there exist a decreasing sequence of sub-F-extremals u, in D with

lim,*-:z in D. Then u is a sub'F-extremal in G.

Proof. Clearly u is upper semi-continuous in G. Let DccG be a domain

and hcC(D) an F-extremal in D such that h>u in åD. Choose a domain D'ccG
and a decreasing sequence z; of sub-F-extremals in D' such that Dcc D' and

lim,*- ui:u in D'. Fix e>0. Since for every xe\D there is L€N such that

u6@)-h(x)-e = 0,

the upper semi-continuity of ui-h-e, together with the compactness of 0D,
implies

tli< uio= h*e

in äD for f>io. Thus the sub-F-extremality of r; yields

ui< h+e
in D for i>io' Henc" 

u=h+e

in D. Letting e *0 we obtain the desired result.

We close this section with the following lemma, leaving its easy proof to the

reader.

2,4. Lemma, Suppose that u,: G*Ru{- *} is a sequence of sub-F'extremals

G with ui*u wxiformly on compact subsets of G. Then u is a sub-F-extremal

G.

3. Approximation lemmas

Let a,b(l-*, *1. We say that a function f: (a,b)*\ preseraes the (regular)

sub-F-extremality in G if for each domain DcG fou is a (regular) sub-F-extremal

in D whenever u: D*(a, å) is a (regular) sub-F-extremal.

3.1, Lemma. Let f: (c,å)*p be an increasing continuous function. Suppose

that for each ö>0 there is a sequence of functions fr: (a*ö,å-ä)*tr1, .f, Pre'
sensing the regular sub-F-extremality in G for each i and fr*f uniformly on compact

subsets of (a*6,b-ö). Thenf preseroes the sub-F extremality in G.

Proof. Let G'cG be a domain. Let uo: G'*(a,b) be a sub-F-extremal.

Clearly fouo is upper semi-continuous inG'.Let DccG' be a domain, and write

do : Tå# us(x) < b.

1st 0<3s<b-do. Then u:uo*e is again a sub-F-extremal in G'and z(x)-

in
in
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uo(x)*e>a*al2 in G'. By Lemma 2.2 we may choose a decreasing sequence of
sub-F-extremals ugC(D) in D such that [imr*- ilt:r in D and that

:2B 
ur(x) = do+28 < b-e.

Observe that u;. D*(a*el2,b-el2) is a regular sub-F-extremal in D and choose
a sequencef, such that fk*f uniformly on compact subsets of (a+al2,b-el2)
and that foout is a sub-F-extremal in D for each k and i. Fix i. Then foour*foui
uniformly on compact subsets of D as k**. Now Lemma2.4 implies that foul
is a sub-F-extremal in D and fou, is a decreasing sequence of sub-F-extremals in
D which tends to fou. Then fou=fo(us*o) is a sub-F-extremal in D. Letting
e *0 Lemma2.3 yields that fouo is a sub-F-extremal in G'.

Next we shall consider smooth convex functions I
3.2. Lemma. Suppose f: (a,b)*p to be a conuex increasing function such

that f(Cz(a,b). Thenf preserues the regular sub-F-extremality in G.

Proof. Let DcG be a domain. Suppose that u: D*(o,å) is a regular sub-
F-extremal. Clearly y :fo uQ C (D) nloc Wl(D). Choose E € Ctr @), E >_0, lt suffices
to show that

see Lemma2.l.Let {r(x):f(u(x))"-'E@). Then r/e G(D)nWl,o(D) and ry'>0.
Furthermore,

(3. 3) v rlt (x) : (n - t) f " (u (x)) f ' (u (x))" - 2 
E @1V u (x1 * f ' (u (x)), -r Y E @)

a.e. in D. Since the homogeneity assumption (d) of F implies for a.e. x€G

YuF(x, ),h) : lXl'-a )"Y1,F(x,h)

for l.€R and ft€R", we obtain

(3.4) Y 1, F (x, Vu (x)) : Y 1, F (x, f ' (u (x))Y u (x)) : 7' (u (x))' - L Y o F (x, V u (x))

{ oYun(x, 
vu) .YE dm = o;

= I oy,,F(x,yu).v{ dm - (n-t) Iof"(u)f'(u),-rEyoF(x,

+ I of'@)'-tvu F(x,Yu).YE dm 
= { o

a.e. in

0

D. Now (3.4) and (3.3), together with the regular sub-F-extremafity of a, yield

Yu).Yu dm

Y oF(x, Vu) -YE dm,

since Vo F(x,Yu) .Yu=0 a.e. in D by the assumptions (b) and (c).
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4. Final steps

4.1. Proof for Theorem /.1. We make a convolution approximation. Choose

{j€C;(R), qt=O such that sptti:[-lb,lfil and l"n/idv:|. For
x€(a*lb,b-Lfi) define

where /(x- y)ni(il:O if y(spt h. ln the light of Lemma 3.2, fi preserves the

regular sub-F-extremality in G. Hence Lemma 3.1 implies the desired result.

4.2. Remark. Suppose that f: la,b)-l-*, -) is convex and increasing. If
f(a):-*, then f(t):-- for each t<la,b) ot f(t)>-- for each t((a,b).
Thus we can use Theorem 1.1 to prove the following slight extension: Suppose

that f: la,b)*1-*, *) is com)ex and increasing and that z: G*Ru{- *} is a
sub-F-extremal in G with u(G)cla,b). Then fou is a sub-F extremal in G.

4.3. Remark. It is clear that fou is a super'Fextremal if z is and iflis con-

cave and increasing. Also, it is evident that if u is a sub-F-extremal and if/is con-

cave and decreasing, then fots is a super-F-extremal.

4.4. Remark. Theorem 1.1 holds also when the exponent n in (c) and (d)

is replaced by a more general constant p€(1, *). For p#n the proof is similar to
that above. Observe that the continuity of the solution to an obstacle problem,

needed in the proofs of 2.1 and 2.2, is established in [MZ].

4.5. Corollary. Suppose that u: G*R l's an Fextremal inG and p€fl,*).
Then lule is a rub-F-extremal in G.

Proof. Note that lal:max(u,-u) is a sub-F-extremal and t*tp, t=0, is

convex and increasing. The result follows from Remark 4.2.

4.6. Corollary. Suppose that u is a non-negathse super'F-extremal in G. Then

up is a super-F-extremal for p€[0, lJ.

We close with a remark on quasiregular mappings, which have an important
role in a non-linear potential theory; see [GLM 2, Sections 6 and 7]. Suppose that

G and G' are domains in R'and f: G*G' is a quasiregular mapping. Then

F(x' h\ :{J'{*'1"',(x)-t*1"" if J(x' f') * o'
"" - llhl otherwise'

satisfies (a)--(d) in G; see IGLM 2, 6.41. Herc t(x,f) stands for the Jacobian

determinant of f at x and l* denotes the adjoint of the linear map l: R'*R'.
Now logl"fl is a sub-F-extremal in G [GLM2, Theorem7.l0]. Thus, using the

convex increasing function ete for p>0, we obtain

4.7. Corollary. Suppose that f and F are as abotse. Thm lfle is a sub-F'

extremal in G for p>0.

fi(x) : Å f(x- y)qi}) dy,
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